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BV-A12s
4G H.265 BODY WORN CAMERA

Vision in Mobility



01 LIVE REMOTE VIDEO/AUDIO STREAMING
Remote live view/monitoring in 3G/4G cellular and wireless network
CMS: hierarchical management and authorization authentication, 
parameter calibration, upload, cancel and query the stored �les, 
automatic data import and etc.  

02 GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM 
Receive satellite data and upload the position information to 
the command center in real time through the built-in 
communication module.

03 INFRARED NIGHT VISION
The outline of the human body can be seen in 10m e�ective distance.
The characters in the picture of the facial features can be recognized 
in the e�ective 3~5m shooting distance.

04 ABNORMAL ALARM
Alarm activation when battery under pressure, storage over�ow. 
After the battery voltage alarm triggered, the remaining battery capacity
can ensure the normal recording not less than 5min to max. 30min.

4G FDD LTE Full Coverage
H.265/H.264 Compression

1512P Record, 60M Photoshoot
2" screen & no screen design

IP67 Waterproof, 10M IR
120° FoV, 5MP Sensor
15hr record at 1080P

2.5m drop test
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05 BROWSE, RETRIEVE AND PLAYBACK
The video and audio, photo and other information saved in the device 
can be browsed, retrieved and replayed according to the time.
Recorded video, audio, photos, internal time, memory capacity, user 
information and use of personal information can all be uploaded.

06 CHARACTER SUPERIMPOSING
Information can be automatically overlay in the recorded video and the
pictures, for exmaple, time, date, user number, GPS location information. 

07 LOG RECORDING
The device can record the running status and operation information, such as 
the on / o� time, video time, recording time and photographic operation 
information. Log reading and cleaning can only be done through the host 
computer system management software. 

08 DATA INTEGRITY
The device can store the data and protect stored data, stored data is not 
removed or covered by this machine or unauthorized host computer. 
Support video encryption that requires password authentication.

BV-A12s

Rugged 4G LTE Body Worn Camera
tailor-made for law enforcement professionals


